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Abstract: A honeypot is a security mechanism that simulates a vulnerable system or service, attracting malicious actors and 

allowing security professionals to monitor their behavior. One such honeypot that has proven to be effective in the education 

sector is made using Snare, Tanner, and Dionaea. This honeypot collects logs of attack attempts, allowing security professionals 

to analyze and understand the methods and techniques used by attackers. This information can then be used to update security 

policies and educate students and staff on detecting and preventing such attacks. It can also improve the understanding of the 

evolving threat landscape and foster a culture of proactive security within educational institutions. The use of honeypots in 

education can enhance cybersecurity training by providing real-world examples of cyber-attacks and the ways to identify and 

respond to them. 

 

Index Terms – Honeypot, Threat Intelligence, Network Security, Firewall 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A honeypot is a security technique used to detect, deflect, or study malicious activities on a computer network. It is essentially a 

decoy system or service that is designed to attract attackers and record their activities. The purpose of a honeypot is to monitor and 

analyses the behavior of attackers and to gather intelligence on their methods and techniques. Honeypots can play a crucial role in 

securing the educational sector against cyber-attacks. With the increasing reliance on technology in education, the number of 

attacks on educational systems has also increased. 

 
These attacks can cause significant damage to both educational institutions and students. By deploying honeypots, educational 

institutions can gain a better understanding of the types of attacks that they face and can use this information to improve their 

security posture. Additionally, studying honeypots in the educational sector can provide valuable insights into the overall security 

of the sector and help in developing best practices for securing educational systems. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In the Literature review of this project, we compared and reviewed 20 literature papers based on the concept of honeypot. Most 

of the papers were based on a comparison between two technologies and the data collected from previously set honeypots. Other  

papers were based on how the honeypots have evolved over the years and helped the industry. In the latest papers, the hardware had 

a great involvement in the honeypots, and new data was collected on the same. Due to this review of literature papers, we were able 

to gain more knowledge and insights about honeypots implemented in the industry. These literature papers helped us in coming up 

with the concept of HoneyTrack which has never been implemented before. 

 
In all the papers we reviewed these are the following points which make our project: • Our project is not only a Honeypot or 

Tracking a hacker, but it is a combination of both, the concept of a honeypot while also backtracking the hacker. • The projects 

were very complex while our “HoneyTrack” is quick and easy to install and use. • We have a visual representation of all the sorted 

data we collect using HoneyTrack. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Planning 

To create our Educational Sector Honeypot, we plan to deploy a sensor using the Dionaea honeypot software, along with the 

Snare and Tanner tools for data collection and analysis. The sensor will be configured to emulate common services used in 

educational institutions, such as email, HTTP, FTP, and SSH. 
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By exposing these services, the sensor will attract and capture any attempts to exploit them, providing valuable insights into the 

tactics and tools used by attackers. 

 
Why Docker is used – 

 Isolation: Running a honeypot in a Docker container provides a level of isolation and security, as the container runs in 

its own isolated environment. 

 Scalability: With Docker, you can easily create multiple containers for each honeypot, making it easier to manage and 

scale the number of honeypots you are running. 

 Portability: Docker, you can build a container image that can be easily moved and run on any machine that supports 

Docker. 

 Configuration Management: Docker, you can manage the configuration of the honeypot through the Dockerfile and 

build process, making it easier to version control and manage changes to the configuration over time. 

Implementation 

. Implementation Dionaea can also be installed and run using Docker, which provides a convenient and easy way to run the 

honeypot in a containerized environment. After starting the Dionaea Docker container, you can access the Dionaea honeypot by 

connecting to the IP address of the Docker host on the specified ports (for example, http://:80). 
 

Fig. 3.1 Browser view after opening http://<docker-host-ip>:80 
 

By default, Dionaea does not serve any files over HTTP, as it is primarily designed to be a honeypot for attackers, not a web 

server. 

 

Here are some ports that may need to be exposed for these services: 

 Websites: Port 80 (HTTP) and Port 443 (HTTPS) 

 Databases: Port 1433 (Microsoft SQL Server), Port 3306 (MySQL), and others 

 File sharing: Port 445 (SMB) 

 SSH: Port 22 

 

There are several other ports that may be used in the educational sector, depending on the specific services and protocols used. 

Here are a few examples: 

 Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP): Port 3389 

 Telnet: Port 23 

 Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP): Port 25 

 Network Time Protocol (NTP): Port 123 

 Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP): Port 67 and 68 

 Domain Name System (DNS): Port 53 

 Internet Printing Protocol (IPP): Port 631 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1: Running Phpox Engine. 
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Fig. 4.2: Using Redis Server for storing data. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.3: Running Tanner to start logging. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.4: Running Snare and Hosting example.com domain. 

 

Figure 4.1 represents the running of the Phpox Engine, a software component used for processing PHP code and generating 

dynamic web content. Figure 4.2 represents the utilization of Redis Server for storing data, showcasing its role in efficient ly 

storing and retrieving data for various applications. 

 
Figure 4.3 represents the activation of Tanner to start logging, highlighting its function as a logging tool for recording and 

tracking system events, actions, and errors. Figure 4.4 represents the running of Snare and hosting the example.com domain, 

illustrating the use of Snare as a network monitoring and intrusion detection system while hosting a specific domain. 
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Fig. 4.5: Running Dionaea in Docker. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.6: Services running on Localhost. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.7: HTTP Page on Localhost. 

 

Figure 4.5 represents the running of Dionaea in Docker, showcasing the deployment of Dionaea as a honeypot software within a 

Docker container to attract and analyze malicious activities. Figure 4.6 represents the services running on Localhost, providing 

an overview of various active applications or services operating on the localhost network interface. 

 

Figure 4.7 represents an HTTP page on Localhost, displaying a web page hosted on the localhost accessible through a local web 

server using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Figure 4.8 represents the Tanner Logs, presenting the logs generated by 

the Tanner logging tool, which capture and document system events, errors, and other relevant information for analysis and 

troubleshooting purposes. 
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Fig. 4.8: Tanner Logs. 

 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this project aimed to research and implement honeypots in the educational sector. Through the research, we 

gained insights into the various types of honeypots used in the educational sector and the characteristics of the technology 

landscape. We implemented a honeypot system using Dionaea on top of Snare and Tanner using Docker on a Raspberry Pi. The 

project has provided valuable insights into the use of honeypots in the educational sector and demonstrated their effectiveness in 

detecting and capturing attacks. 

 
Future-Scope 

The project has opened up several avenues for future research and development. Firstly, the implemented honeypot system can 

be further improved by integrating additional features such as machine learning algorithms to better detect and respond to attacks. 

Secondly, the honeypot system can be deployed in different educational institutions to evaluate its effectiveness in different 

environments. Lastly, the findings from this project can be used to develop cybersecurity awareness and training programs for 

educational institutions to help them understand and defend against cyber-attacks. 

 
Limitations 

 The Software Docker isn’t optimized for Windows. 

 If the attacker is using a proxy server, then the actual location of the intruder is difficult to track. 

 In case of minimal requirements, if DoS attacks increase the server may fail. 

 Data fragmentation while bypassing the firewall and honeypot can lead the attacker to the server 
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